TTG LUXURY
SPRING 2022 EDITION

IN SEASON
Travel and lifestyle ideas to tempt clients this spring

SPECIAL REPORT: FUTURE OF RETAIL
How are high street agents evolving in light of the pandemic?

HOW TO... MAKE PODCASTS WORK
Top tips for creating engaging audio content

HOW TO... BE MEDIA SAVVY
Advice for agents on getting their voice heard

GREECE
It was the talk of the summer last year – what’s in store now?

HOT HOTEL OPENINGS 2022
Where to send clients who love to stay in the latest hot spots

TREND: EXPEDITION CRUISE
Why exploring remote places on smaller ships is all the rage

FOCUS: SRI LANKA
Digging out the island’s best tours, trends and luxury gems

10 WAYS: PORTUGAL
Insider tips on how to enjoy Portugal in style

FAMILY HOLIDAYS
How to ensure families get the much-needed time of their lives

CENTRAL AMERICA
What’s new in this fascinating and beautiful part of the world

PLUS: Arrivals, Eco Trip, Luxury View, Tried & Tested reviews and all the coverage from the TTG Luxury Travel Awards

Print deadline: 7 March
Issue date: 25 March
IN SEASON
How to make the summer sizzle for your clients

SPECIAL REPORT: PRIVATE JETS
The sector has been booming – can the trade also get onboard?

HOW TO... NETWORKING
Whether virtual or in person, this can be a vital tool for agents

HOW TO... CLIENT MEETINGS
Top homeworkers share how they engage with clients

SUMMER SUN
Selling tips for Europe as the bounceback continues

AFRICA
Falling back in love with Africa: ideas on the best experiences

TREND: VILLAS & PRIVATE HOMES
Where to find the best hideaways for clients around the world

FOCUS: IBIZA
It’s always in vogue, but what’s new this year on the white isle?

10 WAYS: ITALY
Unearthing 10 great ways to experience Italy

SPAS & WELLBEING
There’s never been a better time to understand this sector

PARIS
What’s new and chic in the City of Light

PLUS: Arrivals, Eco Trip, Luxury View, Tried & Tested reviews
TTG LUXURY
AUTUMN 2022 EDITION

IN SEASON
Seeking out some autumn escapism

SPECIAL REPORT: HOMEWORKING
The trend took off in the pandemic – is it here to stay?

HOW TO… MARKETING
Hints and tips for agents on creating impactful marketing plans

HOW TO… SHOP REVAMPS
Advice from agents who have invested in their stores

WINTER SUN
Highlighting some sure-fire winners and upcoming locations

MALDIVES
It’s always a hot favourite, but we track down stand-out resorts

TREND: CROATIA
Luxury travellers have flocked here: we assess why and where to

FOCUS: NEW ZEALAND
After a pandemic pause, the country is ready for visitors again

10 WAYS: SMALL SHIP ADVENTURES
Casting away on 10 of the world’s most idyllic escapes

SKI & SNOW
What lies ahead for the snowsports and activities sector?

SCANDINAVIA
What’s new across this ever-cool region

PLUS: Arrivals, Eco Trip, Luxury View, Tried & Tested reviews. Our special 15th anniversary issue will highlight key trends, pay homage to luxury legends and highlight brands of the future

Print deadline: 5 September
Issue date: 23 September
IN SEASON
A host of winter warmers to have on your radar

SPECIAL REPORT: WINTER SUN
What does the sector think lies ahead? Experts share their views

HOW TO... BE A RESPONSIBLE AGENCY
With sustainability high on the agenda, doing the right thing is key

HOW TO... CLIENT GIFTING
How can you ensure gifts hit the mark, but don’t cost the earth?

USA
Seeking out the freshest and most inspiring trips in America

AUSTRALIA
From city to shore, we share its most desirable highlights

TREND: NEW YORK
How to help clients take a luxury bite of the Big Apple

FOCUS: MAURITIUS
From inland eco-trips to beach hideaways, we’ve got it covered

10 WAYS: THAILAND
How to create trips that count in this epic destination

RIVER CRUISE
Why more and more clients are easing their way onto waterways

BUSINESS CLASS
What’s new up front from some of the best airlines

PLUS:
Arrivals, Eco Trip, Luxury View, Tried & Tested reviews. Our special responsible tourism issue will dissect the issues, highlight the heroes and help businesses plot a brighter future

Print deadline: 14 November
Issue date: 2 December